This Month at HUJI

All the events at Hebrew University

Meeting of International Board of Directors of the Florence Melton School of Adult Jewish Learning

Thursday, the Collections - Einstein in the City is Back!

Batsheva De Rotchild Workshop on Food Security

Opening Event: The Institute of Contemporary Jewry

Media Noche in French Hill organizes Cuban Salsa lessons and parties every social agendas, such as sustainability and the environment, bridging and Einat Aronstein, soprano | Gilad Harel, clarinet | Raviv Leibzirer, piano |  Mahler Monday at 13:00 , room 2715, Humanities Building, Mount Scopus,  Free admission!

An Historical Geography Perspective

CV workshop for Graduate Degrees

Unit at the Dean of Students' Office. At the meeting, there will be a lecture on Anfor Ultra-Orthodox students under the auspices of the Equal Opportunities. The lectures will present the multidisciplinary achievements in the study of the scrolls, The conference marks the 75th anniversary of the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls.

The Monday Afternoon Concerts Series

Near and Far International Festival on Peace and “Basically” Workshops

Departmental Seminar in Political Science

HUJI Student Exchange Fair

Cyber Sovereignty in China:
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